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Gene Regulatory Networks
and the Evolution of Animal
Body Plans
Eric H. Davidson1* and Douglas H. Erwin2
Development of the animal body plan is controlled by large gene regulatory networks (GRNs), and
hence evolution of body plans must depend upon change in the architecture of developmental
GRNs. However, these networks are composed of diverse components that evolve at different rates
and in different ways. Because of the hierarchical organization of developmental GRNs, some kinds
of change affect terminal properties of the body plan such as occur in speciation, whereas others
affect major aspects of body plan morphology. A notable feature of the paleontological record
‘‘ Cambrian of virtually all phylum-level body
of animal evolution is the establishment by the Early
plans. We identify a class of GRN component, the kernels’’ of the network, which, because of
their developmental role and their particular internal structure, are most impervious to change.
Conservation of phyletic body plans may have been due to the retention since pre-Cambrian
time of GRN kernels, which underlie development of major body parts.
arge gene regulatory networks (GRNs)
that determine the course of animal development are now being decoded experimentally Ee.g., (1–8)^. These networks consist
largely of the functional linkages among regulatory genes that produce transcription factors and
their target cis-regulatory modules in other regulatory genes, together with genes that express
spatially important signaling components. They
have a modular structure, consisting of assemblies of multigenic subcircuits of various forms.
Each such subcircuit performs a distinct regulatory function in the process of development
(1, 9). GRN structure is inherently hierarchical, because each phase of development has
beginnings, middle stages, and progressively
more fine-scale terminal processes, so that network linkages operating earlier have more pleiotropic effects than those controlling terminal
events. The earlier stages of formation of
every body part involve specification of the
domain of the developing organism that will
become that part, followed by pattern formation, which determines its morphological structure. Only at the end of this process are
deployed the differentiation gene batteries that
encode the detailed functional properties of the
body part (10).
The structure/function properties of developmental GRNs provide an approach to an old
and general problem in animal evolution. What
mechanisms account for the fact that has there
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has been so little change in phylum- and
superphylum-level body plans since the Early
Cambrian Ee.g., the Chengjiang fauna (11–13)^
(Fig. 1), though on the other hand, great
changes have subsequently occurred within
phyla and classes (e.g., the advent of tetrapod
vertebrates, insects, dinosaurs, modern forms
of echinoids, and cephalopods)? Furthermore,
continuous modification characterizes the process of speciation. Classic evolutionary theory,
based on selection of small incremental changes,
has sought explanations by extrapolation from
observed patterns of adaptation. Macroevolutionary theories have largely invoked multilevel selection, among species and among
clades. But neither class of explanation provides an explanation of evolution in terms of
mechanistic changes in the genetic regulatory
program for development of the body plan,
where it must lie.
Functional Properties of Diverse
GRN Components
Change in the structure of the diverse kinds of
subcircuits of which GRNs are constructed will
have different consequences for the outcome of
the developmental process, and therefore for
evolution as well. Here we consider the following classes of GRN component: (i) evolutionarily inflexible subcircuits that perform essential
upstream functions in building given body parts,
which we term the ‘‘kernels’’ of the GRN; (ii)
certain small subcircuits, the ‘‘plug-ins’’ of the
GRN, that have been repeatedly coopted to
diverse developmental purposes; (iii) switches
that allow or disallow developmental subcircuits to function in a given context and so act
as input/output (I/O) devices within the GRN;
and (iv) differentiation gene batteries. These
parts are illustrated in a real developmental
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GRN, the sea urchin endomesodermal GRN,
in fig. S1.
Five properties can be used to define GRN
kernels. First, these are network subcircuits that
consist of regulatory genes (i.e., genes encoding
transcription factors). Second, they execute the
developmental patterning functions required to
specify the spatial domain of an embryo in
which a given body part will form. Third, kernels are dedicated to given developmental functions and are not used elsewhere in development
of the organism (though individual genes of the
kernel are likely used in many different contexts). Fourth, they have a particular form of
structure in that the products of multiple regulatory genes of the kernel are required for function
of each of the participating cis-regulatory modules of the kernel (‘‘recursive wiring’’). Hence,
the fifth property of the kernel is that interference with expression of any one kernel gene will
destroy kernel function altogether and is likely to
produce the catastrophic phenotype of lack of
the body part. The result is extraordinary conservation of kernel architecture.
Two examples of kernels illustrate many of
these points (Fig. 2). Both display detailed conservation of complex subcircuit architectural
structure across immense periods of evolutionary time, and both are surrounded by other
network linkages that are not conserved. The
first (Fig. 2A) includes a gene regulatory feedback loop required for endoderm specification in echinoderms that has existed at least
since divergence at the end of the Cambrian
half a billion years ago (14) and could, of
course, be much older. The second (Fig. 2B)
is a heart-field specification kernel (15) that
must be even more ancient, as it is used in
both Drosophila and vertebrate development.
These subcircuits operate to specify the cellular populations where, respectively, the gut
and the heart will form and to set up the regulatory states on which subsequent developmental processes will depend.
In the echinoderm endoderm network, five
of the six genes in the kernel (all except delta)
encode DNA-recognizing transcription factors;
that is, they are regulatory genes, and this is true
of all the genes in the conserved circuitry in the
heart network. In both kernels, the linkages are
highly recursive. For example, in the endoderm
kernel, the cis-regulatory module of the otx gene
receives input from three of the five genes; the
foxa gene, from three of the five; and the gatae,
foxa, and bra genes from two of the same five
genes; similarly, in the vertebrate heart network,
the nkx2.5, tbx, mef2c, and gata4 genes all receive inputs from multiple other genes of the
kernel, as do the tin, doc, mid, pnr, and mef2c
genes of the Drosophila network. It is also the
case that loss of expression of any of these
genes in either kernel has a catastrophic effect
on development of the respective body parts
(1, 14–16). There are a number of additional
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Fig. 1. Examples of
Cambrian body plans
from the Early Cambrian
(È510 million years ago)
Chengjiang Fauna of
Yunnan Province, China
(D to I) and the Middle
Cambrian Burgess Shale
Fauna of British Columbia, Canada (A to C, J).
These fossils are the remains of animals all of
which have body plans
that can immediately be
related to those of modern phyla, as indicated.
For instance, the bilateral,
anterior-posterior organization and position of the
appendages in the arthropod examples resemble
those of the modern counterparts; in addition, the
chordate has a segmented
dorsal muscular column
and a notochord, as do
modern chordates. (A)
Onycophoran: Aysheaia
pedunculata; (B) arthropod: Waptia fieldensis;
(C) arthropod: Marrella
splendens; (D) possible
ascidian: Phlogites; (E) priapulid: Maotianshania cylindrica; (F) pan-arthropod:
Opabinia regalis; (G) arthropod: Leanchoilia illecebrosa; (H) arthropod:
Jianfengia multisegmentalis; (I) arthropod: Fuxianjuia protensa; (J) chordate:
Haikouella lanceolata; [(A)
to (C)] and (F) are from
D. H. Erwin, Smithsonian
Institution; (D), (E), and
[(G) to (J)] are courtesy
of J.-Y. Chen, Nanjing Institute of Geology and
Palaeontology, China (13).

examples for which there is persuasive evidence
for the existence of GRN kernels awaiting discovery of the direct genomic regulatory code.
Prospective examples include kernels common
to all members of a given phylum or superphylum required for the following: anterior to
posterior (17–19) and midline to lateral (20, 21)
specification of the nervous system (in deuterostomes and possibly across Bilateria); eyefield specification [in arthropods (22, 23)]; gut
regionalization [in chordates (24, 25)]; development of immune systems [across Bilateria
(26, 27)]; and regionalization of the hindbrain
and specification of neural crest [in chordates
(28, 29)].

‘‘Plug-ins’’ also consist of structurally conserved GRN subcircuits, but as they are used
for many diverse developmental functions within and among species, these network subcircuits
are not dedicated to formation of given body
parts. Instead, they are inserted in many different networks where they provide inputs into
a great variety of regulatory apparatus. The best
examples are signal transduction systems, of
which a small set, each affecting a confined repertoire of transcription factors, are used repeatedly, often acting as dominant spatial repressors
in the absence of ligand and as facilitators of
spatially confined expression in its presence (30).
In Bilateria, Wnt (31), transforming growth
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factor–b (TGF-b) (32), fibroblast growth factor
(33), Hedgehog (34), Notch (35), and epidermal
growth factor (36) signaling systems are used for
myriad purposes during development. Their
deployment is very flexible, and even in homologous processes in related animals these plug-ins
may be used differently (37). Consider, for example, the several dozen different TGF-b genes
in amniote vertebrates, expressed differentially in
the (species-specific) terminal phases of development (32, 38). It follows that their connections
into the network are evolutionarily very labile.
Differentiation gene batteries are defined as
groups of protein-coding genes under common
regulatory control, the products of which exe-
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Fig. 2. Examples of putative GRN kernels. Networks
were constructed and portrayed using BioTapestry
software (55). (A) Endomesoderm specification kernel,
common to sea urchin and starfish, the last common
ancestor of which lived about half a billion years ago.
The relevant area of the sea urchin network is shown at
the top [(1, 9, 16); for currently updated version, details, and supporting data, see (56)]; the corresponding
starfish network (14) is shown in the middle; and the
network architecture, which has been exactly conserved
since divergence—i.e., the kernel—is shown at the
bottom. Horizontal lines denote cis-regulatory modules
responsible for the pregastrular phase of expression
considered, in endoderm (yellow), mesoderm (gray), or
both endoderm and mesoderm (striped gray and
yellow). The inputs into the cis-regulatory modules are
denoted by vertical arrows and bars. The gray box
surrounding the foxa input indicates that this repression occurs exclusively in mesoderm. (B) Possible heart
specification kernels; assembled from many literature
sources (15). Dashed lines show possible interactions.
Some aspects of the GRN that may underlie heart
specification in Drosophila are shown at the top; the
approximately corresponding vertebrate relationships
are shown in the middle; and shared linkages are
shown at the bottom. Absence of a linkage simply
means that this linkage is not known to exist, not that
it is known not to exist. Many regulatory genes
participate in vertebrate heart formation for which
orthologous Drosophila functions have not been discovered, and the hearts themselves are of very different
structure. However, as pointed out by many authors
[see (7, 8, 57) for reviews of earlier references], a core
set of regulatory genes are used in common and are
now known to be linked in a similar way in a conserved
subcircuit of the gene network architecture, as shown.
The gray boxes represent in each case different ways
that the same two nodes of the network are linked in
Drosophila and vertebrates.
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cute cell type–specific functions. Such functions contrast with those of kernels and plug-ins,
the significance of which is entirely regulatory.
Differentiation gene batteries build muscle cells
and make skeletal biominerals, skin, synaptic
transmission systems, etc. The structure of differentiation gene batteries has been discussed at
the network level elsewhere (10); as an example,
see the skeletogenic and pigment cell differentiation gene batteries in fig. S1. Differentiation gene batteries display inherent evolutionary
lability and undergo continuous renovation.
Numerous examples can be found in studies of
speciation [e.g., (39)]. Internal changes occur in
differentiation gene batteries in various ways:
Any of the tens or hundreds of structural genes
constituting their working components may alter
functionally by incremental changes in their
protein-coding sequences; new genes may be
added to them if they acquire cis-regulatory
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modules targeting members of the given small
set of transcriptional regulators to which that
battery responds; or similarly, they may lose
genes. But differentiation gene batteries reside at
the periphery of developmental GRNs (40),
because their outputs terminate the network.
They are expressed in the final stages of given
developmental processes. They do not regulate
other genes, and they do not control the
progressive formation of spatial patterns of gene
expression that underlies the building of the
body plan; in short, they do not make body parts.
They receive rather than generate developmental
instructions.
Cis-regulatory linkages that may be considered as I/O switches regulating other network
subcircuits appear to be responsible for many
kinds of evolutionary change in developmental
process. For example, a common form of variation, which must be trivial at the regulatory
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Foxa

Gatae

level because it occurs even within genera and
species, is in size of homologous body parts.
We can easily imagine that this parameter depends only on the input linkage between a
regulatory gene of the network controlling the
patterning of the body part, and a cell cycle
cassette; indeed, such linkages are explicitly
known, for instance, in the gene network regulating pituitary development where the target is
the cell cycle control genes (41). Here, the pitx2
regulatory gene specifically activates the cell
cycle control genes cyclin D1, cyclin D2, and
c-myc. Many hox gene functions are also in this
class: They act to permit or prohibit patterning
subcircuits from acting in given regions of an
animal. Examples include the direct repressive
effects of the Ubx gene product on expression
of wing-patterning genes in the Drosophila
haltere (42–44); the role of group 10 and 11
hox genes in specification of vertebral morphol-
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ogy in vertebrates (45); and, in beetles, the
function of Ubx to allow the wing-pattern
network to operate in the forewings, preventing
expression of a different program expressed
normally in the hindwing (46).
Predicted Evolutionary Consequences of
Changes in GRN Architecture
Viewed in this way, it is apparent that the effects
of changes in different component classes will

Pnr/Gata4

be qualitatively distinct, causing disparate kinds
of effect on body plan and on adaptive organismic functionality. Furthermore, there emerges a
relation between the network-component class
in which changes might occur and the taxonomic level of morphogenetic effects (Fig. 3).
The most frequent and least constrained
kinds of change will occur in the peripheral
regions of the GRN, i.e., within differentiation
gene batteries themselves and the apparatus that
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controls their deployment. This is for the simple
reason that there are no downstream consequences in cis-regulatory wiring elsewhere in
the network if peripheral input linkages change,
as will commonly result from change in more
internal locations. Such peripheral, small changes
are just what is observed in the countless processes of speciation. They account for many
adaptive properties of the organism, for instance,
different properties of the integument, the repertoire of digestive enzymes, the positioning of
peripheral sensory elements, etc.
At the other extreme (Fig. 3) are the kernels
of the network. They operate the peculiarly
crucial step of specifying the domain for each
body part in the spatial coordinate system of the
postgastrular embryo. We think that change in
them is prohibited on pain of developmental
catastrophe, both because of their internal
recursive wiring and because of their roles high
in the developmental network hierarchy. We
predict that when sufficient comparative network data are available, there will be found
conserved network kernels similar in complexity and character to those of Fig. 2, which program the initial stages of development of every
phylum-specific body part and perhaps of
superphylum and pan-bilaterian body parts as
well. It would follow that these kernels must
have been assembled during the initial diversification of the Bilateria and have retained their
internal character since. Critically, these kernels
would have formed through the same processes
of evolution as affect the other components, but
once formed and operating to specify particular
body parts, they would have become refractory
to subsequent change. Molecular phylogeny
places this evolutionary stage in the late Neoproterozoic when Bilateria begin to appear in
the fossil record (47–51), between the end of the
Marinoan glaciation at about 630 million years
ago and the beginning of the Cambrian.
Therefore the mechanistic explanation for the
surprising fact that essentially no major new
phylum-level body parts have evolved since the
Cambrian may lie in the internal structural and
functional properties of GRN kernels: Once they
were assembled, they could not be disassembled
or basically rewired, only built on to.
Between the periphery of developmental
GRNs and their kernels lies the bulk of the
network architecture. Here we see skeins of
special cross-regulatory circuitry, plug-ins, and
I/O connections; and here is where have occurred the changes in network architecture that
account for the evolutionary novelties attested
in the fossil record of animals.
Reinterpreting the Evolutionary Record
We propose that architectural changes in animal body plans have been produced over the
past 600 million years by changes in GRNs of at
least three general classes, with extremely different developmental consequences and rates of
occurrence. This challenges the generally time-
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the underlying GRNs. Following
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success of subsequent evolutiondeployment
ary changes. We believe that exSpeciation
perimental examination of the
Fig. 3. Diverse kinds of change in GRNs and their diverse evo- conserved kernels of extant devellutionary consequences. The left column shows changes in network opmental GRNs will illuminate
components; the right column shows evolutionary consequences the widely discussed but poorly
expected, which differ in their taxonomic level (red).
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